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Abstract
This thesis presents generalized modeling and ilnalysis of constant frequency dc/de
resonant converlers taking into account the effeel of transformer leakage reactance.
Frequency-domain analysis is used to obtain generalized equations to dcscriOc the
steady-state char<I.Cteristics of the series-parallel resonant converters with primary
and tertiary resonance. Transient analysis using state-space mcthotl is also prcscntctl
for the primary-side resonant. converter. Simulation results showing the effect of the
leakage reactance of the high frequency transformer on the performance of these con-
verters are presented. Experimental results to verify the model and simulation rCBulb
are also provided. A model is developed for a series-parallel resonant converter with
integrated magnetics which is suggested for further size reducLion in the converter.
A design example is provided to illustrate the use of the generalized equations nuu
performance curves.
It is snown that the transformer leakage inductance nas a significant cITed on
the operation of the converter and hence cannoL be neglected in the design of the
converter. It is also shown that a series-parallel resonant converter with tertiary
resonance is more suitable for operation at higher rrequencies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Converters arc basic power electronics circuits used to efficiently alter the charac-
teristics of electrica.l energy. They provide an interface betwccn tl'OO power ~YS~Clll9
which are external to them and thereby impose relationships betwccn the voltage and
current waveforms at one port and those at the other. Converters can perform trauM-
formation from ac to dc, de to act de to de and at to ac. Dc/de COlll'crtcrs alter the
amplitude of input waveforms, while, ac/ac converters can alter phase nnd frequency
along with amplitude.
Ac/de converters are present in every pie£e of line-operated electronic equipment
- from table radios to computers. They also are used extensively in industrial controls
and processes, such as variable speed motor drives, induction healing, platin~, and
the electrolytic production of chemicals.
Dc/dc converters are used extensively in power supplies for electronic equipment
They take the output of the ac/dc converter and lransrorrn it lo lhe different de
voltages required by the parlicular application, ror example, ±5V and ±l2V. Dc/de
converters are also used in battery powered equipment and to control the speed of de
motors in many traction applications.
Dc/de converters can be classified into two categories, depending on Iohe method
Figllre 1.1: Simplified pulse-width modulated dc/de converter topology
uf .lc to ac cOllvcr~jon;
• Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) dc/de converters
• Rt.'SOnant dc/de converters
A brier review of the operation, features, analysis methods and control of the two
typC!l of dc/de converters are described below.
1.1 PWM de/de converters
F'igure 1.1 shows a simplified pulse-width modulated dc/de converter topology. The
two switchl-'5 operate at a constant switching frequency and are controlled so as to
be complementary. That is, when one is closed, the olher is open. The input current
contains substantial ripple caused by switching. Although the output current is ripple-
frcc, the output voltage is not. To obtain a desired ripple-free input current and
Olltput voltage, a low-pMs filter consisting of a large capacitor, C, at the input and
a large inductor, L. at the output. is inserted. There are many different PWM
converters, i.e., Buck, Boost. Buck/Boost and CUk. These converters have been
described exlellsivcly in the literature [lJ-[4J. Landsman {lJ describes the similarities
Figure 1.2: Block diagram of a dc/de resonant converter
among various dc/de converter topologies and Severns {2] covel'll all the variations
in PWM dc/dc converter tOpl)logies in details. A more concise and n1llthematicilJ
treatment of dc/de converters can he found in [3j, and the Cuk converter is fir~l
presented by Middelbrook et al. [4J.
In all PWM converters, thecont.rolled switches are required to lurn-on and turn·olT
the entire load current during each switching. This results in high switching strcss(!S
and high switching power Josses. This also produces electromagnetic interference due
to the large dv/dt and di/dt.
1.2 Resonant dc/de converters
In resonant converters, first, the switches of the inverter create a. square-wave il.C
waveform from the de source. A resonant LC circuit tuned to the switching frequency
is then used to remove harmonics from the square-waveac waveform. Hence the name
resonant converter. This LC circuit can be made very selective hy keeping its quality
fador Q high [5). The filtered, nearly sinusoida.l waveform, is rectified to gel a dc
output. The rectified waveform is then filtered through a low· pass filter to give a
ripple-free dc at the output. Figure 1.2 shows the block diagram of a basic resonant
converter with a. high·frequency isolation transformer.
In resonant converters, the semiconductor devices can be made to switch On and
switch off at l~ither zero current or zero voltage, thereby significantly reducing the
~witching los~ 15]. The reduced dissipation allows these converters to be operated
ill higher switching frequencies than is possible in case of PWM converters. Unfortu-
nately, in return for the lower switching losses, the switches are subjected to higher
on-state currents and off-state voltages, resulting in higher component stresses and
higher conduction losses than they would have in PWM converters operating at the
same power levcl. Therefore, more expensive devices are often required.
Rc!lOnant converters can be broadly classified into three categories depending on
how the load is conneded to the LC resonant circuit, i.e., series, parallel and series-
parallel (comhination of the previous two).
1.2.1 Series resonant converters
Figure 1.3 shows the basic configuration of a Series Resonant Converter (SRC). A
square-wave output from an inverter is applied to the series resonant LC network,
normally tuned to the switching frequency of the inverter, to generate an oscillating
Cllrrent in the resonant circuit. This current when rectified and filtered results in
the dc output voltage. A high-frequency transformer provides isolation and transfor-
mation. The magnitude of the output voltage is determined by the magllj~ude and
wa.ve-shape or the oscillating or resonant current, and by the load resistance. The
resonant current and hence the output voltage, depends on the frequency at which the
LC network is excited. A series resonant converter operates in either a Continuous
Conduction Mode (COM) or Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM) depending on
the Io.ld resistance and switching rrequency.
snes, due to their small size and high efficiency, are extensively used in aerospace
indmtry. Many researchers have carried out extensive research in modeling and anal·
Figure 1.3: Basic circuit of a series resonant converter
ysis of these converters. Accurate steady-state analysis for half-bridge and full·bridge
SRCs are presented in [6] and (7). The analysis, though complete, is difficult to ap-
ply to de~ign problems because of the usc of the diode conduction angle as a design
parameter. Vorperian and Cuk [8] provide a complete solution for the de conversion
ratio of the series resonant converter with an assumption of constant load. The so·
lution requires iterative computa.tion for de conversion ratio and a new sollltion i~
required for any change in circuit parameter.
An output plane modeJ, in which the OUlput current is plotted versus output volt·
age for constant switching lrequency, is developed by Witulski et al. [9]. These plotll
provide convenient relerenee lor designers. Oruganti, et al. [10] employ a graphical
representation of the state-plane analysis to study the performance ol SRC!. This
method gives a good insight into the converter operation, but provides little quanti·
tative information required lor the converter design. Lee et al. [II] apply a similar
state-plane approach for quantitative analysis and design of the converter. Asimilar
state-plane analysis is also performed on a constant frequency SRC by Tsai et al.
[121_
Fourier series analysis [13] provides a simple generalized method for the analysis
of rcsonl!.Ot converters. This simple model can he used to analyze many converter
topologit.'ll. The design curves for the resonant circuit design are also presented in
[I:!]. SmaJlsignal C(luivalent circuit models provide useful information about converter
dYrlamic.~ in an accessible, flexible format /14J./I5}.
A phase-staggering control melhod using two or more series resonant power mod-
ules in parallel, is suggested by Klaassens [16J as a means of reducing voltage and
currl.!lll ripples at the input and output terminals of a SRC, without increasing tile
internal pulse frequency and the value of the filter capacitors. The power modules are
operated at a constant relative phase-shift. It has been shown that the output ripple
dccreascs with increasing number of llIodules. However, this control method results
in significant increase in complexity &.'I well as an increase in the number of switches
l\nd r~onant circuit components.
The usc of frequency variation to control the output voltage, causes many prob-
lems. Switching frequency has to be varied over a wide range to accommodate the
worst combinations of load and line. Also, the filters and magnetics have to be de-
signed for worst case conditions. These disadvantages of varying the frequency are
overcome by fixing the switching frequency and using pulse width modulation to
control the output voltage [121, (17), IIB1. Constant· frequency operation allows the
Jcsign o( filters and magnetic components to be optimized at a specific frequency
which improves the efficiency of these components.
A combination of PWM and current-controlled switching strategy is suggested
by Ngo [i7] for efficient operation during wide range of load variation. A detailed
compa.risoll of djfferent modes of operation of fixed· frequency SRC is given in {IB}. It
is shown that the discontinuous mode of operation causes higher switching losses a.nd
should therefore be avoided.
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Figure 1.4: Basic configuration of a parallel resonant converter with isolation 1r,\ll:1-
former
Series resonant converters Arc not very altractive for low vohage, high ClIrrent
applications becAuse the output filter capacitor cllrrics high ripple cllrrcl\h [191.
1.2.2 Parallel resonant converters
Figure 1.4 shows the bASic configuration of a Parallel Resonant Converter (PRC).
In PRes the load is conne<:ted in parallel La the capacitor of the roona.nt circuit.
A square-wave (rom the inverter is applied to the parallel resonant circuit which
produces an oscillating voltage &Cross the pMaUei capacitor. This axillating voltage,
when rectified and fillered, produces the de output voltage. The main adVMtage of
this converter over the SRC is that the output dc filter capacitor docs not carry high
ripple currents. This is because in the PRC. output diodes rectify the voltage and not
the current as in the cue of SRCs. This characteristic makes this converter desirable
for low voltage. high current applicalions. Another advanh.ge of this tonvcrter is that
it has a seU current limiting capability against an output shnrt circuit [191.
A classical analysis or PRes with design examples is presented in [201. PRCs are
shown to have good voltage regulation with small variation in operating frequency.
State-spa.ee approach is used for steady-state analysis of PRC in [2IJ. Design curves.
fllr easy sdection fI{ circuit components, are also provided. Deb et al. [22] describe
11 fre(lm~lIq·.dornajJl analysis which provides simple generalized equations for circuit
currents and VOhi\gl~S without going inlo the considerable computational effort of
solving Jifferentiall'quations. In [13J, a similar Fourier-series analysis for various
rl!!lonanl converler topologies is presented. Control techniques (or resonanl converters
ill general would bl~ studied in the following section.
The main disatlvantage of the parallel resonant converter is that the resonant
cllrrent is indcp~ndent of load. This leads to low efficiency at light load [23).
1.2.3 Series-parallel resonant converter
Series-Parallel Resonant Converter (SPRC), as is evident from it's name, is a combi-
nalion o{ lhe above two types and tries to take advantage of the best characteristics
of the seril!S and the parallel converter while eliminating their weak points (lack of
no-load regulation {or the SRC and circulating current independent olload (or the
PRe). F'igure 1.5 shows the basic configuration of a series-parallel resonant converter.
The basic SPRC is also called an LCC [24]-[25] type resonant converter. As the name
suggests, this converter has an LC circuit in series and the load is connected in pal"-
"lie! with a second capacitor. A careful selection of the resonant circuit parameten
is required (or efficient operation or a SPRC. In [231, a simplified analysis of a SPRC
is presented and it's characteristics are compared with other converter topologies. A
more complete analysis, using state-space model, is provided in [24J and (25). Gener-
ali1.cd FOllrier·series method of analysis for SPRC is also presented in [131.
Fixed frequency operation of SPRC with pulse-width modulation for voltage reg-
ulation is suggested in (26). A SPRC, with an additional inductor in parallel with
the load. is suggested in [271 for low voltage, high current application. A simple
dJ.
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Figure 1.5: Basic series-parallel roonanl converter
frequency-domain model is used to analyze this circuit. Thi~ circuit is shown to have
good efficiency (rom 10% load to full load. The analysis methods reported ill lim lit·
erature for the SPRC have neglected the effect of the transformer Il'akagc inductance.
A comparison between the three types of converters is prc:lcnted ;n [191,(2:JI.
SPRCs have all the advantages over parallel resonant converters, while the only ad·
vantage of SPRCs over series resonant converters is the low ripple current rating or
the output filter capacitor, theretore, this converler is reserved for low voltage, high
current applications [19],
1.2.4 Control methods
Frequency control is the most common method of control to regulate the output
voltage of l'esonant converters [20], [22], [231. Thi8 control mdhod has many di!lad-
vantages, For operation during light load conditions, the switching frequency hlUl to
be reduced to a very low value. This r~sults in increased size for the magnetic com·
ponents and the need for lossy RC snubbers. The converter designed for such low
frequency operation when operated at high frequency resulls in increased magnetic
core losses. The design or ~he control circuit is also quite difficult 126].
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There h;u br.-cn a constant eITort lo overcome the problems associated with fre-
flumu;y conlrol method. Some of the solutions reported are: (I) use of a pulse-width
modulated chopper at the input [28J, (2) use of phase-shifted resonant inverters [291.
(:1) IISC of pulse-width modulation technique \30], (4) use of current-mode control
[171, and (!)) lise of a combina.tion of PWM and current-mode control [17]. Each
of the lIwthods eliminates some of the problems associated with frequency control.
Fixcd-frcljucncyoperation with pulse.width modulation for output voltage regulation
(lVI, (ilij dimillatcs all the ptobll!ms associated with frequency control. By fixing the
frcljucncy of operation of the converler, the magnetics can be optimized for that
fu.'fIUCIlCy.
1.3 Thesis objective
TIle ohjcclivcof this thesis is to develop a generalized model for the analysis of a range
of n~sonant cOllverter topologies taking into account the leakage indudance of the
high·frL>fll1ellCY transformer. A generalized analysill is presented in [13] in which the
cfrect of the leakage reactance has not been considered. Frequency-domain analysis
is presented for a series-parallel resonant converter with low voltage, high current
output. and the effect. of leakage inductance of the transformer on the petrormance of
the converter is studied. Simple equations describing the steady-state performance of
a range of resonant converters are developed and convenient to use design curves are
"resentcd.
Transient analysis of the series-parallel resonant converter is not available in the
literaturl'. This analysis is important to study the component stresses in the transient
region of ovcration. T1ansient analysis is performed using the state-space method.
Series'parallel resonant converter with parallel branch of the resonant circuit on
11
the tertiary winding of the high·frequency transformer has ~OlllC advantages over
the one with the parallel branch on the primary. Analysis for such a converter is
not available in the literature. A frequency-domain model for such a converter ;s
de~'eloped and the analysis is performed taking into account the leakage intluctl\lICC
of the transformer. Design curves and a design example using tht'SC' curves are also
presented.
The main objectives of this thesis can be summarized as follows.
1. Development of a generalized model for the analysis of resonant converlers,
particularly constant frequency PWM series-parallel resonant converler taking
into account the leakage inductance of lhe high-frequency transformer.
2. Transient analysis of the convert~r lo ~ludy the transient ~lred~e~ on the oon-
verlercomponents.
3. De\'elopment of a model for the analysis of the converter with parallel resonant
br",nch on the tertiary winriing of the high-frequency trandormer.
4. Development of a. model for the analysis of the converter with integrated mag-
netics.
5. Development of characteristics curves (or describing the performance of the
variou~ converters.
6. Development of a. design procedure for selecting the converler components.
7. Experimental verification of the models and analysis procedures for the different
converters.
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1.4 Thesis outline
This thr.si.ll prf!5ents the analysis, performance and desiS" of fixed-frequency series-
fllUalld resonant converters with primary and tertiary resonance.
In ChapleT 2, the frequency-domain model of the basic fix~·rrequency series-
parallel resonant converter is pre:;,ented. An analysis procedure, based on harmonic
C(luivalclll circuit is developed and generalized equations arc presented. Simulated
waveforms as well as the performance and design curves, arc also presented. Transient
'Ulll.lysis using slate-space method and the transient waveforms aTC presented at the
end of the chapt'lr.
III Chapler 3, the frequency-domain model is presented for the converter with
tertiary side resonance. Analysis and performance curVe9 as well as simulated wave·
forms /lnd design curves are presented. The model and analysis of the converter with
integrated magnetics is also presented.
In Chapter <I, a design example illustrating the use of design curves for the se~·
tion of appropriate component values is presented. Experimental results for the two
cOllvcrl.ers are provided and a comparison is made with simulation results.
A 5unuuary of the thesis and recommendations ror rurther work are presented in
ChapLeT 5.
Chapter 2
Series-Parallel Resonant
Converter With Primary Side
Resonance
In this chapter a model for a. series·parallel resonant converler is developed, laking
into Account the leakage inductance of the high frequency transformer. The modeling
is done in the frequency domain (311< Frequency domain modeling provides a simple
method for steady-state anllJysis of the resonant converter. Simple generalized ~lua­
tions are developed. The steady·state performance of the converter is studied and
simulation result.s are presented. rJormali~ Gurves sho....ing the dTecl of the leakage
reactance, resonant circuit parameters and load on the converter output voltage Arc
also presented. It is shown that the leakage reactance has a significant effect on the
performan<:e of the converter.
Transient analysis of the resonant converter using the slate-space method is pre·
sented. Simulation results describing the performance of the converter during the
transient period are provided.
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2.1 Circuit description
Figure 2.1 shows ~he basic series-parallel resonant converter. The converter consists
of the following:
Full·bridge inverter: The inverter consists of {OUf MOSFETs, 51 to S~, which
arc used for high-speed switching. D, to D4 represent the body diodes of the MOS-
PETs. The inverter convertll the de voltage, \1;, to a high frequency quasi-square
wi\.vcrorm by employing a constant frequency, Phase-Shift Modulation (PSM) control
ll:chniquc. This quasi-square waveform, v" is fed into the resonant circuit which is
the next stage of the converter. The capacitors, C\ to C4 , are snubber capacitors,
used to rcdue"! the switching stresses.
Resonant Circuit: The resonant circuit consists of a series branch and a par-
allel hranch, The series branch is made up of an inductor, L" and a capacitor, C,.
Similarly the parallel branch consists of an inductor, L", and a capacitor, C". 'the
two hranches call either be tuned or off-tuned depending on the application. Different
resonant circuit topologies can be achieved by removing one or more of the resonant
components. The resonant circuit shapes the quasi·square wavefonn to produce a
ncar-sinusoidal voltage, u", across the parallel branch.
Output 'floansformer: The high-frequency transformer provides isolation as well
as the transformation of the primary voltage, tI", to the required output voltage.
Diode Rectifier: The diorle rectifier converts the high-frequency near-sinusoidal
voltage to a unidirectional output voltage, tI.. which is filtered to get a ripple-free
outpu~ voltage.
Output Filter: This filter consist! of an inductor, La' and a capacitor, Cd'
The inductor provides almost constant output current, l~, and the capacitor gives a
L;
IS
Full-Bridge Inverter
Resonant
Circuit
Output
Transformer
Output Lo:ul
Filt"r
Figure 2.1: Circuit diagram of the dc/de resonant converter
ripple-free output voltage, Vo'
2.2 Frequency-domain model
Frequency-domain model, as described in [221, is lllled to perform the steady-state
analysis of ~he converter because of its simplicity and adaptability to a whole range
of resonant circuit topologies. Frequency-domain analysis results in simple equations
which arc easy to manipulate in order to study the effect of variation in circuit pa-
rameters on the performance of the converter. Figure 2,2 shows the simplified circuit
of the series-parallel resonant converter. The output of the resonant circuit is mod·
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Pigure 2.2: Simplified circuit of the dc/de resonant converter
dIed as a current source, IQ • Due to the presence of the leakage inductance, X" of
the transformer the current, i". callnot change direction instantaneously. There is a
brief commutation period during which the rectifier diodes are conducting simultane·
ously causing a short-circuit across the parallel capacitor, Cpo Therefore, the current
through the primary of the transformer. iI" is assumed to be trapezoidaL
figure 2.3 shows the nth harmonic equivalent circuit orthe converter. The voltage,
U,n. is the nth harmonic component of the P$M input voltage, v" and ipn is the nth
harmonic component of i p • This model is used to study the steady-state performance
of Lhe converter. However, the model can also be used to analyze any resonant
converter topology by shorting or opening the appropriate series or parallel branch of
the resonant circuit. In addition, the model allows the performance of the converter
to be studied for various operating conditions such as, series and parallel elements
tuned above or below the operating frequency.
2.3 Steady-state analysis of the converter
In this section, the steady-state analysis of the series-parallel converter, using the
frequency-domain model, is presented. Generalized equations based on Fourier anal-
ysis are developed, and a procedure for obtaining the steady-lltate performance of the
17
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Figure 2.3: nth harmonic equivalent circuit of the converter
converter is described.
2.3.1 Assumptions
The following simplifying assumptions are used.
1. All the switches are ideal i.e. they provide zero resistance when they arc turned
on and infinite resistance when they arc off and the transition from one state
to another is instantaneous.
2. The input filter inductor, Lit is big enough to provide a ripple-free input current,
1;, and the output filter capacitor, G'g, provides a ripple-free output voltage, Vg ,
to the load.
3. The current, i~, varies linearly between -lop and +1"", during the commutation
interval, p., and is therefore assumed to be trapezoidal.
4. The high-frequency isola.tion transformer hall a unity turns-ratio. Also the trans-
former is assumed to be ideal except for its leakage inductance.
18
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Figure 2.4: Generalized waveforms of the dc/de resonant converter
2.3.2 Frequency-domain analysis
Pigurc 2.'1 shows the generalized steady-sta.te waveforms of the input voltage, tI~,
output voltage, tip, and the output current, i~. The angle, ,p. is the phase differcm:e
betwccn the fundamental component of the PWM voltage, v" and the transformer
primary voltage, Up. The pulse-width of the voltage, v, and the conunutation interval
are specified by the angles 6 and 11 respectively.
The Fourier representation of the nth harmonic component of v" can be written
411; . (n,) . (n6) . ( )v... =;;SIn T sm 2"" sm nwot.
and the nth harmonic component of ip is
ipn = ~Sin (T)sin [n(w/-~-~)],
where lop is the output current referred to the primary.
(2.1)
(2.2)
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Using the superposition theorem the nth ha.rmonic currenL i... in the circuit of
fig. 2.3 is obtained as
41\ . (nr)
nrZill sin 2" cos(nw"t) +...
+ 8/~ ,in (~) ,in [n (w•• - .. - ~)l~.
..pn' 2 2 Zi"
Similarly, the nth harmonic voltage v,.,. is obtained as
~ . ("') . (n6) . ( InwZin Sin "2 Sin '2 Sin nW,,1 + .. ,
+~ ,;n (~) <., [n (w.' - •- ~)I ~,'lI"l'n~ 2 2 Z,,,
where
(2·:11
(2.')
z~
J(nXb-~)
Xf.X~
-)nX1,-~
z... +Z""
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
The input voltage, v.. the resonant current, i. , the transformer primary current,
i" and the parallel voltage. v,. are expressed u ~he sum of n odd harmonia i,e.,
'. = f: ' .. (2.8)
..=1,3,.•.
i, = f: i," (2.9)
..:.1,3,._
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v, f: v,. (2.10)
,,:1,3, .•.
i, f: i,n (2.11)
..=1,3"•.
2.3.3 Normalization
In order to obtain general equations that are independent of the absolute values of
the resonant parametcrlI and output voltage, Equations 2.1 to 2.5 are normalized.
The three base quantities are chosen to be:
Dft.~c Voltage
O<u;C Ilcaclance
B1UIC F'rcC!ucncy
V;
R,
f.
where V; is the de input voltage to the inverter, RI is the load resistance and /6 is the
switching frequency.
The normalized expre:lsiom for the nth harmonic components of the circuit vari-
ables can be written 1l.9:
4 . (nr) . (n,) . ( )
lJ.nN = ;;;Sln T Sin 2 Sill nw"t
i~N= ~8in(T)9in[n (wt-~-i)]
i,nN = n'lr~;n sin (T) cos(nwot)+."
+8lOFN sin (~) sin [n (wot -I/J _ e.)] Z~N
1fp.n1 2 2 Z,..N
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
~l
(2.15)
Equations for other parameters such as v~."N, Vr",N. i'I"'N and icpnN can also be
written as follows.
4Z~N . (n,) . (n6) ( )
-,-----XZ Sin - Sin -2 cos nwoL +.
n 1r Ip inN 2
+810pN sin ('!t) sin [n (w L_ '" _ !!.)] ZpnNZ,,,N
1fpn3 2 • 2 X,pZinN
(2.16)
(2.17)
Knowing v ..nN and i,pnN, the variables V',,,N and icpnN are oblained as follow".
(2.18)
(2.19)
Equations 2.12 to 2.19 are the generalized equations which can be used to describe
the steady-state performance of the converter. However, the parameters 4J, p, and
I~N need to be determined. The procedure adopted is described in the next section.
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2.3.4 Solution of equations
Three equations arc: rtquired to obtain & unique: solution for" JJ and 100N. The fint
equation ill obtAined (rom the condition that vI':: 0 at w.l :z ,. From Equation 2.15
the following equation is oblainte:!.
f: .!. sin (~) sin ("-2') sin(n,)~Z' +.
.... 1,3.... "" 2 '"
+ f: 8/""", sin ('!!'.) <0' ('!!'.) Z,..Z... =0 (2.20)
...1.3,..• '/I'JJn! 2 2 Zin
The second equation is obtained from the condition that ~he normalized output
voltage VopNI referred to the prim..!)' is equal to the normalized primacy current, 10,N.
lUld can be wrillen as the average of v~ over the interval, + JJ/2 to '+ 11". From
equation 2.15 the Collowing equation is obtained.
v." IJ....;- ..,.j2v,dwt
'" ' . (.S) . (")~LJ """"i'"2 sm - lID - Z. ...
...1,3,...11' n 2 2,"
.(00'('('+")) + 00,(••)1. (2.21)
The third equation is obt&ined by assuming that the primary voltage, til" is ainu-
soida.J. During the commutation interval, IJ, the equivalent circuit or the output is
shown in Fig. 2.5. Using this equivalent circuit an approximate normalized expres-
sion for the commutation angle, p, can be obtain~. From Fig. 2.S{b) the rollowing
lal (b)
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Figure 2.5: Equivalent circuit during the commutation period, jJ
differential equation can be obtained.
d(~:t)=~' for rJ!'$w.,t'$rJ!+jJ
It is assumed that v, is sinusoidal, i.e.,
Now, taking the integral of Equation 2.27 gives,
(2.22)
(2.23)
i, :kJV,Nm= sin(wot) d(w.,t)
k[-V,NmorCOS(wot)] +K (2.24)
where K is a constant of integration.
At wot = 0, ip = -JopN and at wot = jJ, ip = +JopN' Substituting these two
conditions in Equation 2.24 gives:
(2.251
+ I~N::: :k (-V,.v..u,COS(p») + K
Subtracting equalton 2.25 from Equation 2.26 gives
The commutation angle, 1-1, is obtained from Equation 2.27 as
cos(p) ::: I _ 2Xll~N .
V~I'I ...u
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(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
8c:jualiolls (2.20), (2.21) and (2.28) arc in fOUf unknowns tP, P, lopN and V,Nmu'
Thcrcrorc, an iterative method is used to obtain these parameteR. The procedure il
lUI follows.
I. ValuC9 of normalized fe50nant circuit parameters, transformer leakage reactance
and 6, are specified.
2. An initial value of 1J. is arbitrarily selected.
3. Equal.iotl!l (2.20) and (2.21) are solved for tP and V""N(= Iop/V)'
4. Equation (2.15) is then wed to detennine V,.v",u'
5. Equation (2.28) is used to calculate a new value of IJ.
G. With a new value of 11. steps 2 to .5 are repeated until p converges.
Artel' finding the valuea of tP, po and lopH' Equations (2.12) to (2.19) are solved
to obtain the various circuit waveforms. Thf_~t: waveforms are then used to describe
the performance of the converter. The generalized equations are also employed to
invcstilll:at.e the effect of various circuit parameters on the performance of the convert.er.
2.4 Steady-state performance
The method described in the previous section, is used to obtain the wavdortnl for the
various converter parameters. The resonant component ralim Arc nrie<! to study the
performance of the converter for different modes of operation. As all the parameters
arc normalized, a dimensionless parameter K is chosen to describe the varialions in
the resonant component!. The parameter K is specified as follows:
I. The series resonant components, described by the ratio. K" defined as the ratio
of the series capacitive reactance, X... to the serics inductive reactance, X, ..
(i.e. [(~ "" Xul X,.). The effect of the series components on the performance
of the converter is studied by varying N. so as to make the series resonant
circuit inductive, K. < I (for example, K. = 0.6), resonant (i.e., K. =I) a.nd
capacitive, K~ > I (for example, K~ = 1.4).
2. The parallel resonant components, described by the: ratio, K" defined as the
ratio of the parallel capacitive reactance, Xq , to the parallel inductive reactance,
X" (Le., K, = Xq/X,,). Similarly, K, il varied 50 &.I to m....ke the parallel
resonant circuit inductive, K, < 1 (for example, K, = 0.5), near resonance (i.e,
K,::::: 1) and capacitive K, > 1 (fof example, K, =2).
3. K/ is described as the ratio of the series inductive reactance, X,.. to the parallel
inductive reactance, X" (i.e., K, =Xb / X/pi. K, il varied from 2 to 6.
In the discussion which follow!, the fundamental components of the input voltage
is taken to be the point of reference for all angle~ i.e" it is at zero phase.
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2.4.1 Simulated waveforms
Figures 2.6 to 2.12 show the waveforms for the input PWM voltage, v,. the resonant
current, ill the voltage across the primary of the transformer, up, and the current
lllroUgh it, i p , for different values of K. and K p • Various converter parameters are
lisLefl on the upper right hand corner of the plot.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show that V" i, and i p are almost identical but the voltage
Up is closer to sinusoidal in Fig. 2.7 (1<1 = 4) than in Fig, 2.6 (KI =2). It is noted
tha.t thl! higher the ratio of Xl, to X lp the more sinusoidal the voltage waveform Vp
IJl.'comes. In both figures, the series branch is tun~ and the parallel branch is as
closely tUlled as possible (i.e. K p = 1.0001 since putting Kp = 1 makes the parallel
branch reactance, Xp = 00). As the series branch is tuned the angle rp is zero.
Figul\' 2.8 shows the waveforms when the parallel resonant branch is inductive and
~he scric.~ branch is tuned. The voltage waveform, u" remains almost the same but
lhe resonant current, ill is higher and also leads the voltage, lJp • This is not desirable
as the higher values of i. result in higher losses and therefore lower efficiency.
Figure 2.9 shows the wa.veforms when the pa.rallel branch is capacitive and the
~erics branch is tuned. The voltage, v p , in this case is much more distorted and the
rt.'SOlIallt current. i., is higher. The higher distortion in vp requires larger output filter
10 ff..'Clucethe output ripple.
Figure 2.10 shows wavefonns when the series branch is inductive and the para.llel
brand! is nearly tuned. In this cue the voltage tip lags behind the fundamental
component of input voltage v•. The voltage waveform, tI" is quite distorted. The
resonant current is almost at zero phase and it is also higher than that of a tuned
series r<'SOnant circuit. In Fig. 2.11 thf' series resonant circuit is capacitive. Both the
resonant current, i•• and the voltage, V p , are lagging. In this case, the current is quite
U, 27
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Figure 2.6: Simulated waveforms of the converter for tuned series and parallel
branches
low and the voltage waveform is also quite close to sinusoidal.
Figure 2.12 shows the simulated waveforms for 6 == 92". This represents the CiUlC
when high inverter input voltage is to be matched to a specified output voltage. A
smaller value of 6 is required to achieve this goaL It can be seen that this condition
results in a distorted primary voltage, tip, but M the fe30lJant current, i, is lagging
the switching losses arc low.
2.4.2 Effect of various parameters on the output voltage of
the converter
In this section, the steady·state performance of the converter is studied by examining
the effect of various converter parameters on the outpu t voltage.
Figure 2.13 shows the effect of the leakage reactance, X, on the output voltage, Vo,
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Figure 2.7: Simulat.ed waveforms of ~he converter with KI =4
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Figure 2.8: Simulated waveforms of the converter (or inductive parallel branch
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Figure 2.9: Simulated waveforms of the converter for capaci~ive parallel branch
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Figure 2.11: Simulated. waveforms of the converter for capacitive acries branch
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Figure 2.12: Simulated waveforms of the converter for reduced 6
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for tIHt~~ valucs of J(•. It can he seen that the oulput voltage decreases as the leakage
reactance incrcase~ for all value" of K•. This drop is significant as Vo dccrea"eg to
almost '1a.1( a.~ the leakage reactance of the tra.nsformer increases from 0 to 1.5 p.ll. It
.~houlcl also be noted that the output voltage decreases as the series resonant circuit
hecome! more capacitive. This drop in voltage clearly indicates that the effect of the
transfornler inductance cannot be ignored while designing the converter.
F'igurc 2. J1shuws the ~(fectofincreasing the switching frequency, f .. on the output
,",ollage, V". The curve is shown for three values of K J • As the switching frequency
increases, the output voltage drops significantly. The curves for the three values
of 1\., arc almosl parallel. The curves show that Cor higher Crequency operation the
leakage reactance becomes quite large and thereCore the output voltage is significantly
reduced.
Figure 2.15 shows the variation oC V~ with 6 for different values of leakage reac-
tance, X,. The effect of XI is as expecled; Va decreases as X, increases. Tbo: curve
8hows that for 6 < 0.7 p.u., the variation in the output voltage is almost linear but
beyond 0.7 p.ll., the output voltage variation with 6 is quite small. Figure 2.16 shows
the same curves for three values of [<,.
Figure 2.17 shows the effect of output load variation on the output voltage. For
these curves, the parallel branch of the resonant circuit is slightly off-tuned i.e., Kp =
1.0001. The curves are plotted for three values of K.. It can be seen that with
tuned series branch (i.e., K, = 1), the output voltage is independent of load but all
the series branch becomes capacitive, the variation in V~ becomes significant. This
suggests that (or a fixed outpul voltage, the series branch of the resonant circuit
should be kept tuned. Figure 2.18 shows the same curve for a capacitive parallel
branch (i.e., flp = 2). It can be seen that for K, > 1, the output voltage increases
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Figure 2.15: V~ vs. J5 for different values of X" and Kp ::::: 1
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Figure 2.16: v.. V8. 6 for different values of K" and X, = 0.12
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Figure 2.17: VI> V!. load re!i!tanee RI for different vaJUetI of K., and K p ~ 1
lluitcsignificanlly with load. When Kp = 2. the output voltage for K. > 1, is higher
than that for K, = 1. This is because for I<p > I, the parallel branch of the resonant
circui~ is capacitive and therefore, the voltage across it i! higher resulting in higher
output voltage.
2.4.3 lim'. V5. K,
Pigure2.19 shows the variation of the minimum value of 6 with K" for different values
of leakage reactance, Xl' The minimum value of 6, 6...;n, is the minimum possible value
.5 can have such tha.t Lhe converter remains loosless. For va.lue! of 6 > 6",in, i,la.gs
behind tI" which impliC! thM zero voltage switching can be employed to reduce the
switching lollSe!l. It can be seen from the figure that as K p increa.ses, the value of
8...;n dlocreases resulting in wider range of variation of 6. The effect of higher leakage
reactance is to increase the range of variation of 6.
Figure 2.20 show! the variation of 6...;n with K p for four values of the paraUel
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Figure 2.18: Vo vs. load resistance RI for Kp = 2
capacitive reaclance, Xc,. It can be seen from ihis plOi thai to achieve /I. wider range
of variation in 6, the va.Jue of Xc, should be kepllow.
2.4.4 Resonant current i. VS. 1('/1
Figure 2.21 shows the variation of resonant current with K, for four values of Xc,,
The re90nant current increases with increasing Kp • For smaller valuCt of Xcp. the
increase is quite significant. Increase in i. indicates higher losses and hence lower
converter efficiency. For K p close to unity, the resonant current is the same for all
valUelI of Xc, but if the operation is desired in the range where K, > t, the value of
XCI' must be chosen carefully to minimize the losses. H is also seen th-'l.t for capacitive
parallel branch (i.e., K" > I), the resonant current rises sharply if thc series branch
is not tuned. Therefore, for operation with K, > It the series branch of the resonant
circuit should be tuned to the switching frequency and the value of X., kept high.
"1t Ks.. l I
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rigUfC 2.19: Variation of 6",;" with Kp lor different values of X" and K. = 1
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Figure 2.20: Variation of 0",;" with Kp for different values of XCf"
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2.4.5 Inverter input current harmonics vs. Ii
Figure 2.22 to 2.26 show the 2nd, 4th and 6th harmonic components of the input
current, iin, for various values of K. and J(p. Figures 2.22 to 2.24 show curves for
three values of 1(., It can be seen that there is very little difference in Fig. 2.22 and
2.24 for a inductive series branch and a tuned series branch (K. = 1.0 and 0.6), Out
(or a capacitive series branch (Fig. 2.23) the 2nd harmonic component incteasel! more
gradually aId does not show a peak as in the other two curves (Fig. 2.22 and 2.24).
Figures 2.25 and 2.26 show the three harmonic components for inductive parallel
branch and capacitive parallel branch, respectively. When compared wi~h Fig. 2.22
for a tuned parallel branch it can be noted ~hat the curves are almost iden~ic&J for
inductive parallel branch (Fig. 2.25) and a tuned parallel branch (Fig. 2.22). But for a
capacitive para.llel branch (Fig. 2.26) the increase in the second harmonic component
is more gradual. The value or the second harmonic component is higher in this case
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Figure 2.22: Variation of input curren~ harmoniC.! with 6 for tuned serie! and parallel
branches, K,::::: I
u the current for a capacitive pa.rallel branch (i.e., K, =2) i. higher. These curves
ate useful for designing the inverter input filter.
2.4.6 Output voltage harmonics YS. commutation angle JJ
Fisures 2.27 to 2.30 show the variation in the 2nd, 4th IlId 6th harmonic componenll
of the output voltage with the commutation anr;1e Il. Itan be seen that the variAtion
in K, does not affect the shapeoftbe curves. IngeneraJ, the 2nd harmonic component
increases with incre&llillg leakage reactance. Fi~res 2,28 and 2.29 show that the
harmonics increase for both indudive and capacitive series brAnches. These curves
are required fOf the selection of output filter components L o and Coo
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F'igu~e 2.26: Variation of input current harmonics with 6 for capacitive parallel
branch, K. = 1
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Figure 2.27: Variation of output voltage harmonics with p for tuned St'ries and parallel
branches
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Figure 2.30: Variation of output voltage harmonia with Il for capacitive parallel
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Figure 2.33: To~al harmonic di~tortion with K1 for tuned seric$ bram:h
2.4.7 Total harmonic distortion in output voltage
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is a measure of distortion in a waveform, and is
defined as:
%THD = 100 X E':=;vpn
'"
(2.29)
where Vpn is the amplitude of the nth harmonic compOnent of the voltage vp' In
practical terms, the THD is the square root or the ratio of the power that would
be dissipated in a resistor because of the distortion components of a waveform, to
the power that would be dissipated because of the fundamental component alone.
Figure 2.31 shows the percent total harmonic distortion (%THD) fOf four values of
.tIp as the series reactance, X/., is varied. As Xla increases, the THO decreases. It
can be seen that for K~ = I and Kp = L0001, percent THO is below 4% for all values
of X'I"
Figure 2.32 shows the variation in %THD with the ratio K1 for three values of
K•. It can be seen that for small valucs of K,. thc total harmonic distortion is quite
high. Also as thc :Icries branch becomes more capacitivc the distortion incrcas~.
This means that the series reactance must be kept at a valuc grcater than double the
value of parallel reactance to keep the %THD low. By properly choosing the resonant
circuit components, the %THD can be kept within the required range.
Figure 2.33 shows a similar plot for three values of Kp• It call be seen from this
plot that the THO is higher Cor higher values of I\p. In general with the series and
parallel branches tuned, the total harmonic distortion of less than 5% can be achieved
withKI >4.
2.5 Transient analysis
It is important to know the stresses on the various components of the converter.
During the transient period of operation, these strcsses reach thcir maximum. The
transient analysis of the converter is performed and the currents and voltages alIsoci-
ated with the different converter components are studied. The stale-space model is
used to perform the transient analysis of the converter. This model foeuse:'! on the
circuit variables (i.e., state variables) which are critical to the transient performance
of the converter. In this section the transient analysis of the converter is presented in
which the effect of leakage reactance of the high frequency transformer is considered.
All the equations presented in this section arc normalized.
In addition to ~he simplifying assumptions stated in section 2.3.1, it is assumed,
for the transient analysis, that the initial values or all the circuit vl.riablcs arc zero
at t = O. As the converter with tuned series branch shows the best performance and
also for simplicity, the transient analysis is performed with the series resonant circuit
of the series-parallel converter tuned to the switching frequency, i.e., K. = I.
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Figure 2.34: Different modes of operation of the converter
2.5.1 Analysis
The generalized waveforms for a half-cycle of operation are divided into four modes of
operation beginning at the zero-crossing instant of the transformer primary voltage,
tip> Figure 2.34 shows the fOUf modes of operation of the series-parallel converter.
The first mode starts with the zero crossing of the voltage lip. This continues till the
phase-shift modulated voltage, v.. switches from zero to Vi, The current i" at this
point is still in the transition mode. Mode 2 starts at the time when the PSM input
voltage, v•• becomes +V; and ends when the current, iI" achieves it's positive constant
value, lrtp. This is also the beginning of the third mode of operation. Mode 3 ends
when the input voltage, v" goes to zero, and mode 4 starts at this instant. Mode 4
ends with the zero crossing of Vp.
Figure 2.35(a)lo (d) show the equiva.lent circuits for the four modes. Four sets
of differential equations can be written for the four equivalent circuits. For the state-
space analysis presented below, the following are chosen as the state variables.
(aJ Mode 1
(b) Mode 2
x,
x,
x,. x••
(c) Mode 3
(d) Mode 4
Figure 2.35: Equivalent circuits (or the four modes of operations
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RcsonlLnt current, i.
Voltage across the transformer primary, v,
Voltage across the series capacitor, lle.
Current through the parallel inductor, i,l'
Current through the transformer primary, i"
From Fig. 2.34, it can be calculated that mode 1 lies between ~ and ~. The
differential equations for this mode of operation are obtained as
di. V" v.. (2.30)d(wol) - woL. - w~L,
d,. i. i" i, (2.31)d(w.t) woe, - woG, - woe,
d,_ i. (2.32)
d(w.t) w.G,
dill' '. (2.33)d(w.t) woL,
~
--"'- (2.34)d(w.I) woL/
Mode 2 begins at ~ and ends at ; +p, and from Fig. 2.35(b) the following
differential equations are obtained.
di, ~_..!L._~ (2.35)d(w.tl w.L. w"L, woL,
d,. ~_J1L_i (2.36)d(w.t) woG" woG" woe,
dvc• i. (2.37)d(w.t) w.e•
..!!i!L '. (2.38)d(w.t) woL"
(2.39)
Mode 3 is between tP + p and ~ and the differential equations rOf this mode a.rc
obtained as
di, V, v" V~. (2"0)d(w.t) woL, - waL, - waL,
...'!"L ~ _..!!L _...&. (2"1)d(w.t) woC" woC, woC,
dv•• i. (2"2)d(w.t) woC•
.!!i1L .2L (2.43)d(w.t) waL"
~
= 0 (2.41)d(w.t)
Mode 4 lies between ~ and tr + ¢. and the differential equations for this mode
are obtained as
di, _..!L_~ (2.15)d(wot) waL, woL.
d" i, i,l' /<>p (2.16)d(wol) woe" - woC, - woC"
dvco i. (2.17)d(w.t) lJJoC.
~ .2L (2"8)d(wot) waL"
dip
= 0 (2"9)d(w.t)
These fOllr sets of equations when solved, provide the first half cycle of the circuit
waveforms. The second half can be similarly solved by just changing the sign of V;
llJId J. in the abo~ sets of equations. The initial nlue of the state variAbles is set to
?.era and the four sets of equations are solved sequentially. The instantaneous values
of the state variables at the end of one mode of operation are substituted as the
initial values for the next set of equations. This is done for the four modes and then
repeated for the next half cycle with the sign change.
2.5.2 Simulation results
III this section, simulation resulls are presented for two valuell of K", Le. Kp =2 and
l\p ::::l 1. Figure 2.36 shows the first few cycles of operation for a capacitive parallel
branch (i.e., Kp = 2). The series branch of the resonant circuit is kept tuned to the
switching frequency of the converter. The figure shows the waveforms for all the state
variables. It can be seen that the vollage across the series capacitor, Ve,o rises to 3 p.u.
during the second cycle of operation. Also the current through the parallel inductor
goes to 2 p.u. during the same cycle. Although these values seHle to less than 1.5
p.u. in the steady state, the trlllsient values need to be considered in the selection of
component ratings. Figures 2.37 and 2.38 show the waveforms af'ter ten and twenty
cycles of operation, respectively. Steady state is reached after approximately 20 cycles
of operations.
Figures 2.39 to 2.41 show the transient waveforms for a nearly tuned para.lIel
branch (Le., K,,:::::: I). The waveforms in these figures are quite similar to the W<t.Vtl-
forms in Figs. 2.36 to 2.38. However, the steady state is reached after approximately
thirty cycles. All these figures show that the circuit operates quite lltably during the
transient period. The circuit does not exhibit any drastic behaviour during the tran-
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sient period, and the circuit variables :settle down to the steady stale \'alues predicted
by the frequency-domain analysis.
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Figure 2.36: Transient waveforms for first few cycles of operation with K, = 2
Figure 2.3i: Transient waveforms after ten cycles of operation with K, =2
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Figure 2.39: Transient waveforms for first few cycles of operation with Kp l'::: I
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Figure 2.-11: Transient waveforms at the end of thirty cycles of operation with K, ~ 1
Chapter 3
Series-Parallel Resonant
Converter with Tertiary Winding
Resonance
In thi~ chapter, the model described in Chapler 2 is modified Lo ~t\l(ly the ~eril~li'
parallel resonanl COllvcrter with the parallel reSOIHlh', drcuit 011 a third wimling uf
the high frequency transformer. Frequency-domain modclillg and analysis arc US(~J Lo
obtain generalized equations and performnnce curves for the steadY-Slate opl:ralioTl
and design of the converter.
3.1 Circuit description
Figure 3.1 shows the basic series-parallel resonant convcrter with a three willding
transformer. The only difference between this circuit and the one discUllsed in the
previous chapter is that the parallel resonant componcnls L" ,md C". arc placed on a
tertiary winding of the high frequency transformer. The high-frequency transformer
provides isolation as well as voltage transformation to get the required output voltage.
The arrangement provides greater flexibility in the choice of the parallel capacitor,
c~. By reducing the current carrying capacity of the paTaJlel induclor, J~~, its size can
.\5
Figure 3.1: Circuil d~agram of lhe dc/dc resonanl converler
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also be reduced significantly. Another advantage of using a three-winding transformer
is that the leakage inductance of the transformer geh divided into three parts: the
primary leakage is compensated for by the seriel inductor: the leakage of the tertiary
winding comes in series with the parallel components when referred to the primary,
and it does not contribute to the drop in output voltage; the secondary leakage at the
input of the full-bridge rectifier causes the commutation overlap. Due to the lower
leakage inductance of the three winding transformer, this converter is more sllitable
for high frequenc)' operation.
3.2 Frequency-domain model
Figure 3.2 shows the nth harmonic equivalent circuit of the converter. The input
voltage, V. n , lo the resonant circuit is the nth harmonic component of the PWM
voltage, v•. The output of the converter is modelled as a current source, i", which
is assumed to he trapezoidal due to the presence of the leakage reactance, X" of the
secondary winding. ipn, is the nth harmonic component of i". When referred to the
primary, the leakage reaclance of the tertiary winding, Xli appears in series with the
parallel resonant circuit parameters XI;> and X"", and therefore does not contribule
to the voltage drop at the output. The leakage indudance of the primary winding is
included in the series inductor, L•.
x;, X~ and X;" are the reactances on lhe tertiary side and X; i3 the leakage
reactance on the secondary side.
3.3 Steady-state analysis of the converter
In this §ection, the steady-state analysis of the converter, using the frequency-domain
model, developed in Fig, 3.2, is presented. Generalized equations arc developed, and
jnXI • _j~ jnX/
t'::' +V'~
Figure 3.2: nth harmonic equivalent circuit of the converter
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Figure 3.3: Generalized waveforms of the dc/dc resonant converter
a procedure for obtaining the steady-state performance of the converlcr is dcmibcd.
The simplifying assumptions outlined in Sec1ioll 2.3.\ apply 1.0 thi~ analysis.
3.3.1 Frequency-domain analysis
Fi&ure 3.3 shows the &eneralizcd steady-state waveforms of the input volt~e, v.,
output volt.age, lI" and the output current, i,. These waveforms remain the ume for
both the primary and secondary side resonant circuits. This is because the leakage
reactance of the tertiary winding, Xr, i.s very small and therefore does not affect
the performance of the converter si&nificantly. The angle, ;, is the phue difference
between the fundamental component of the PWM voltage, v., and Ule transformer
primary voltage, lI,. Angle, 6, is the pulse width of v.. and II, is the commutation
angle.
The normalized. equations for the nth harmonic component of v.. II" i. and i, ar!!
the same as in the preceding chapter and ate reproduced here for convenience.
where
• . (n,) . (n6) . ( )lJ,nN = - sm - Sin - Sin n""',,1
mf 2 2
8/.N . (np ) . [ ( P)]ip"N = 1fpn2 Sin T sm n 1.1.11-4>-'2
~ sin (~) sin (~26) sin (nwot) +..
n1rZmt' 2
+8JG ,N sin (~)<o, [n (w"t _~_ !!.)] Z"",NZ...N
1rpn1 2 2 Z.nN
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(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
z.. ( X,,) (3.5)~ } nX"----;;-
Z.. = JnXt -J X,,,Xi (3.6)nX,p-~
Z," = Z.~ + Z,.. (3.7)
Although Equations 3.1 to 3.4 contain the same unknown parameters, ¢, p, and
lopN. l\.S in the corresponding equations in chapter 2, a slightly modified procedure ;5
adopted to tlcterminc these pAramelers.
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3.3.2 Solution of equations
Three tquations are rtquired to obtain a unique solulKln for 1$, It and I~N. The 6~1
equation is obtained from the condition that v, == 0 at looJ.l =~. From equation U
the following tquation is obtained.
E -i.. sin (~2') sin (~2!) $in(n;)~Z' +..
...1,3•••• nit ' ..
+ f: 8/.,N sin (!!!!.) '" (~) Z""Z... =0 (3.8)
" .. 1.3 •••• lI"Jjn'l 2 2 Z'II
The second equation is obtained from the condition that the normalized output
voltage VopN referred lo the primary is equal to the normalized primary current I.,N
and can be written .u the average of u, over the interval t$ + Illo t$ +...
(3.9)
In Chapter 2, V~h the voltage at the primary of the transformer w&'! II.'Isumed to
be sinusoidal. For the prescnt circuit, u, can no longer be a8sumed sinusoidal due
to the presence of the leakage reactance of the tertiary winding, X,. The complete
general expres3ion for V, is therefore used to derive tbe exprcssion for the oonunutation
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rigure 3.4: Equivalent circuit during the commutation period jj
angle, /1 M follows. During the commutation. interval, 11, the equivalent circuit of the
converler is as shown in Fig. 3.4. The (ollowing equation is obtained.
~ "" i;, for ¢ ::;Wot::; ¢+p.
Taking the integral of Equation 3.10 gives
i p ±I vI' d(w.t)
-Xl f: ~ sin (~2') sill (~26) [-cos(nw.l)! £Z~~ ..
/"=1,3, .. ,11' n ',"
(3.10)
where 1\ is 1 <:on81ant of integration. Now using the conditions that, i, = -10 ,,,, at
w~1 :; d1 and i p = I.p'" at 1.1I.1 = ¢ +IJ. the following equations are obtained.
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1 '" • . ("') . (n') ZX i...t ;:i"3sm T sm "2 [-cos(n¢)I~
'''''1,3".. n Zon
-Xl f: --i-Jsin("-2')sin("-2')I-cos{(n¢+plII!-z'"''
/ ..=I,3".. 1r n "in
+...!.... f: ij I Z."Z""., (n,') K
XI ..=1,3, • ;rpn4.pN---Z:::- Sin 2" +
Subtracting equation 3.12 from equation 3.13 gives,
(3.13)
2I.pN kn=t... 1r~3 sin (¥) sin (~) [cos(o</» -C08[(nf+p)IJ~ ..
(3.14)
For given circuit parameters and pulse width, 6, Equations 3.8, 3.9 and 3.14 are
solved {or .p, Jl and ["PN. After finding the values of .p, fl and I~N' the generalized
equations of the converter (Equations 3.1 to 3.4) are employed to obtain various circuit
variables and Lo investigate the effect of circuit parameters on the performance of the
converter.
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3.4 Steady.state performance
The !imulated wavefomlll (or !J.. v,. i. AlId i, are shown in Fig. 3.5 to 3.10 for vanatton.
in K, and K•. F'igurell 3.5 and 3.6 show the w3veforml for tuned series and paraDel
resonant brandies. PilUre 3.S (6 = 1l4') shows that. the voltage across the tertiary
winding rderred to the primary, vI" is at zero phase and its peak VIlue is about 1.15
p.u. The resonant. current., i" is quite small and the converter is expected to haWl
low [0IIse!.
Figure :1.6 showl! the operAtion for 6 = 65°, This value is cbosen to compare
the simulation result with the experimental result when the converter is operated
at I!. higher de input. voltage, V;. As shown, the series resonant current, i" is more
disl.orlcd. The efficiency when operating at a higher input voltage is expected to be
lower.
Pigurc 3.7 shows the waveforms for an inductive parallel branch (i.e., K, = O.~)
and tuned :series branch (i.e., K, = I). In this case, the waveform for v,. remains
alm05t the urne but the resonant current, i .. bu increued sisnificantly. Also the
resona.nt current leads the input vollage, v, resulting iD high switching losses.
Figure 3.8 show! the waveromu for a capacitive parallel b[~ch (i.e., Ie, = 2).
The rcsoOlUlI. current, i .. is very high but laS! the input voll.age. Also the volt.age
wil,ve(orm is v~y much distorted.
Figure 3.9 shows the circuit waveforms for an inductive series branch (Le., K, =
0.6). In this mode of operation, V p and i, lead the input voltage, v,. Figure 3.10
shows the waveforms for a capacitive series branch (Le., K, = 1.4). In this case, both
V" and ill lag behind the input \ooltage, v,. Also the voltage, v" is smaller; its peak
is approximately 0.9 p.u.
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Figure 3.5: Simulated waveforms of the COnverter for tuned series and parallel brallch,
~ = tl4°
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Figure 3.6: Simullted waveforms of the converter for tuned series a.nd parallel
branches, 0 = 65°
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figure 3.7: Simula.ted waveforms of the converter for inductive paraUel branch
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figure 3,8: Simulated waveforms uf the converter for capacitive paraUel branch
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Figure 3.9: Simulated wavefor!'N of the converter for inductive scriell branch
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Figure 3.10: Simulated waveforms of the converter for capacitire IlCi·i.::l: branch
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Figllrl' :1.11: Output voltage \,.~ \'~. leakage reactance for tuned aeries branch
Figure :U I sllu\\'s tile effect of the leakage reactance, XI, on the output voltage,
V.,. The liguTt' shows that the output voltage de<:reases as the leakage reactance
incrcIIsl!S. This drop ill not as significant in the three winding tran~former as it is in
the two winding transformer discussed in Chapler 2, because the leakage reactance
in this lransfornh~r is about. one-third, Therefore, this converter is expected to show
better performance.
F'igurc 3.12 shows the variation in output voltage with switching frequency. The
output voltage, Vo, decreases steadily as the swilching frequency is increased. It
~hould be noted that the variation in Fo when f. is varied from I p.u, to 10 p,u, is
approximately I p,u" which is much less than the variation in Vo, in the converter
with primary resonance, Thererore, this converter is more suitable for operation at
higher frcqucnc)'.
Figur'! 3.13 shows the variation of Vo with the load, RI , for differen~ values of K,
and a tUlll'd parallel branch (/(p ~ 1). The figure shows that as the series branch
ti\!
swilchingfrequcl'll:YaJamuhipleoFI:!8kH:
Figure 3.12: V~ V5. switching frequency, f.
becomes more capacitive (i.e., K, > 1) the variation in output voltage increa~('S with
load. There is negligible variation in the output voltage with load when tILe series
branch is tuned. Therefore, to mai.ltain constant output voltage with varying load,
it is desirable to keep the series circuit tuned.
Figure 3.14 shows a similar plot for a capacitive parallel branch (i.ll., Kp = 2).
It can be seen that there is large variation in Vo for J(. > 1, wherea., it is constant
for /(, = 1. The output voltage for N, > 1 is highN titan that at K. = 1 when the
parallel branch is capacitive.
Figure 3.15 shows the variation of fl.'Sonant currenl, i .. with !(p for different values
of XCf" The figure shows that the te90nant currenl increases as Kp increases. This
increase is very small for higher values of Xq>' Higher resonant current means higher
losses. Therefore, if the converter has to be operated at higher values of K" Xcp
should be kept high.
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Figure 3.14: V~ VB. load resistance R, with ca.plI£itive parallel branch
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Figure :1.1.5: Resonant current, i. vs. K, for different values of X,?
Figure 3.16 shows the variation of the minimum value of {j with K, for differcliL
values of parallel capacitive reactance, Xc,. Il can be seen from the figure that iUl K,
increases, the v&!ue of 6...... decreases. resulting in wider range of variation of!, The
effect of increuing Xtp is to increase the value of 6...;•. Therefore if a variation in the
output voltage is desired, a lower value of Xtp should be chosen.
Figure 3.17 :!hows the tot&! harmonic distortion of u, for variation in the !Cries
reactance, X,•. The curve is drawn for variation in parallel reactance, X,~. Tile %
THO decreases slighUy with increasing X Io but increases with X," When compared
with Fig. 2.31 for primary side resonant converter, it can be seen that for similar
values of series and parallel reactance the variation in %THO with seriet reactance
is much more in Fig. 3.17. Also the %THD is higher in this case. The increalle in
%THO is due to the presence of the leakage reactance, X"
Figures 3.18 shows that the total harmonic distortion is very high for small values
of K
"
where K, is the ralio of series reactance, XII to parallel reactance, X", i.e.,
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Figure 3.17: Total harmonic distortion with X,. with tuned series and parallel branch
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Figure 3.18: Total harmonic distortion with K, for "',=0.6, 1.0 ano 1.'1 for tuned
parallel branch
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Figure 3.19: Total harmonic distortion with K, for K,=O.5, 1 and 2,0
h', = XI,/X lp • Tllc % THO decreasf~s rapidly 1lS A', increases.
3.5 Series-parallel resonant converter with inte-
grated magnetics
The rcfluirement for reduced size is an important consideration in converter design,
III the ~eries-parallcl converter, the inductors L, and L, take up a lot of space on
the COllVl:rter. In order to reduce the size of the converter further, the magnetics
of the cOllvcrter with the three winding transformer may be integrated. In this ar-
rangemcnt, thc ~crjl..'lI branch inductance L. and the parallel branch inductance L"
MIl integrated into the three winding transformer. In this section, a model is devel-
olJed for tile converter with integrated magnetics. Again the modeling is done in the
frequcncy domain using the same approach as the one already presented in this chap·
ler. Figure 3.20 shows the equivalent circuit of the three winding transformer with
integratl..'<! magnetics. The leakage inductance of the tertiary winding comes in series
with the capacitor, C", when referred to the prima.y of the transformer. The leakage
inductance of the secondary winding, LII remains the same. The primary side leakage
induct<l.ncc is compensated by the series inductor, L. which is now a composite part
of the transformer. The magnetizing inductar.ces of the converter are assumed to be
negligible,
The analysis procedure for the integrated magnetics converter is the same as the
analysis presented in Section 3,3. The generalized equations (Equations 3.1 to 3.4)
apply to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.20. The resonanl circuit impedance8 for this
circuit arc given by
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Figure 3.20: nth harmonic equivalent circl:it (or an integraled !Cri~-parallel rCli'>nant
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Figure 3.21: Simulated waverorms for a converter with integrated magnetics, 6 = 114°
Z," J(nXIJ -~) (3.15)
Z,"
nXlp (nXI -!;t) (3.16)JnXt+nXIP-~
Z;" z,,, + Zpro (3.17)
Figure 3.21 and 3.22 show the simulatoo waveforms for this converter. It can be
seen that the waveforms arc quite similar to those in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6. The performance
of the converter with integrated magnetics is the same as the converter described in
Section 3.4. However because of integration there arc no external physical resonant
inductors, with the associated requirement for space. Consequently the size of the
converter is reduced.
7i
z.s 3.5
phuc III pi radians
Figure 3.22: Simulated waveforms for a converter wilh integrated magnetics, 6 = 65e
Chapter 4
Design Example and
Experimental Results
In lhi~ chapter. a design example is presented for a series-parallel resonant converter
with the parallel branch on the third winding of the transformer. The example is
developed using the performance curves presented in the previous chapter. Experi·
mental results for the two types of resonant converters discussed in Chapters 2 and 3
arc presented and comparison is made bet.....een the simulation and the experimental
results.
4.1 Design example
A design example is presented to illustrate the use of performance curves to design
the resonant converter. Using the converter described in Chapter 3, a procedure
(or determining the l:'Sonant converter parameters aDd the tradeoffs required are
outlined. The example chosen represents the power supply for a telecommunications
equipment. The following arc the specifications for the convert.er.
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Input \ooltage, V; :: 48V
Operating frequency, f. ::128kHz
Output volt,,!c, V.. :: 5V
Output Current, I. :: 100 Amps
The following base quantities are chosen
Base voltage, v~.c:: V;
BllSe impedanc~•••• c: R,
Base frequency.!.." = f.
48V
0.050
128kHz
To obtain the specified output voltage the primary to secondary turns ratio (N,:
N.) of the transformer is taken to be6:1. The primary to tertiary turns ratio (N, : N,)
is chosen to be 1:2. For the above specifications the load resistance is O.o.s ft, which
corresponds to 1.8 n when referred to the primary. The expected output voltage
referred to the primary, V., is obtained as
V"" =54)(8
6
=0.625 p.u.
The first step in the design is to seled suitable valUe! for K. and Kp. Figures 3.13
and 3.14 show that there is no voltage regulation if the series resonant circuit is tuned
(Le., K. =I). Thus to keep the outf)ut voltage constant for varying load, K. is chosen
to be I, i.e. the series resonant circuit is tuned to the operating frequency. Figure 3.15
shows the variation of the resonant current, i. with K" for different values of XCf"
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From this plot, it can be seen that as K,. increases thc resonant current increases
and the losses in the converter incrca.!c. Therefore, K p hu to be kept low. However,
fig. 3.16 shows that lower values of 1(, result in smaller range of variation in 0, In
order to allow for a wider range of variation in 6 and hence a wider variation in
Olltput voltage, and yet keep the resonant current low, K p is chosen to be 1.5 and
XCI' is chosen Lo be 1 p.u.
For these value; of K,. and Xcp the parallel inductance, L,., is calculated from,
X"
X.
K;
1 x 1.8
l5
1.2fl
('.1)
The parallel inductive reactance referred. to the tertiary side is given by
X;,. (%;f X X,,,
4 x L2
4.Sfl
and
L,
'.8
2'11" x 128 x 1()3
::::: 6pH
('.2)
('.3)
'I
Similarly, the parallel capacitance, Cp , i~ calculatecl as follows.
(.1..1)
c, I I21rfX~ = 2I1'f(~r X,p
I
21l' x 128 X 103 X 4 x 1.8
0.17"1
(-1.5)
The values of the series components are restricted by the size. Al!lO, as discUKScd in the
previous chapter, to obtain a sinusoidal voltage across the primary of the lrauformcr
the ratio, K, must be at least 2. Therefore, in order to satisfy bolh conditions, the
value of X,. is chosen to be 2 p.ll. The value of L. is calculated as follows.
L.
x,.
~
2 x 1.8
211'.128 x JOlI
4.5jJH
(1.6)
Similarly, for K. "" 1, X•• = 2 p.ll. and C. is calculated as follows.
c.
I
21rfX••
2ll' x 128 X 103 X 2 x 1.8
O.35pf
(1.7)
~2
"'l~I ;r~1
0.3· k'" Kp-1.5
O.2,~;/··
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normalized delta
Figure 4.1: Output voltage, VO YS. 8
Figure 4.1 shows the variation in output voltage, Vo wilh 6 {or different values of
transformer leakage reactance, X,. Depending on the value of lrall~forll1cr If:i\kag(:
the value of the pulse width, S, which yields the required olltput, can be found. A
practical value for the leakage reactance of a three winding lra.n~formcr Would be 0.'15
p.ll. For this value of leakage reactance, the value of 6 to obtain V" = 0.625 p.ll. j!i
found from Fig. 4.1 to be 0.62 p.ll. or 112", The leakage reaclance of 0.'15 p.ll. rc.~lllt~
in
XI = 0.45 x 1.8 =a.slrl
and
x,
'iii
0.81
~
I"H
('.8)
.88/1
I"
lllpul
Filler
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Figure 4.2: EX]lllrilllCnlal ~ctup for the series-parallel resonant converter with primary
rt~onancc
4.2 Experimental results
III this section, experimental results for the two types of converters namely, primary
rcsollaul converter and the tertiary resonant converter are presented. It is shown that
the models accurately describe the converters. The expedments were performed in
the power lab of Bell-Northern Research, Ottawa. The two converters were designed
1I.1Iti developed by the power group at BNR.
4.2.1 Primary resonant converter
The experimental setup for the series-parallel resonant cOllverter wilh primar)' rc!\{)'
nance is shown in fig. 4.2. The following are the circuit specil1cations,
Input Voltage, Vi
Output Voltage, Va
Output Current. Ia
Operating frequency, f.
40V t060V
5V
100A
128kHz
Th~ full· bridge inverter comprises of eight IRfo'P 150 MOSfo'ETs. Each switch consists
of two MQSFETs in parallel to reduce the internal resistance of tIle switch. Tlu:
cOlltrol method used is the phase shift modulation and a modified Micro Linear ~ort
switching control chip, ML4818 is used for the purpose. Switches 51 aud SJ IIr(~
always turned-on at zero· voltage and turned-olf al zero-current. Snubber capacitors
are used to achieve turn-off under zero-voltage. Switches 51 and 54 arc turned·off
at full voltage. The diodes used in the full-bridge rectifier are high frequency low
recovery time diodes_
The series and the parallel, branche. of the resonant circuit are tuOl.'<I to the
switching frequency. The power transformer has a primary to secondary turns ratio
of 5:1. The transformer uses a horizontal ferrite core. Ferrite core has the advantage
of low core losses at high 11.1." flux densities and high frequencies.
The values of circuit components arc M follows:
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Series Inductance, L. J.6pH
Series Capacitance, C. 0.44p.!
Para.lIei Inducuncc, L, 1.6pH
Parallel Capacitance, C, O.SSp!
First, the converter was operated under varying load conditions and input voltage,
V; = 40V. Table 4.2.1 shows the input and output current and voltage values for
this experiment. The efficiency of the converter was calculated at each stage. This
experiment was repeated fOf Vi = 60V and Table 4.2.1 ,hows the results. Figure 4.3
shows the variation in efficiency with load. The converter has an efficiency around
80% from 20% to fulllDad, for operation at 40V aDd 60V. The efficiency is slightly
lower for 6OV, Peak efficiency is achieved at approltimately halC load.
Figures 4.4 to 4.19 show the compamon between the simulated and tb.e exper-
imentaJ waveforms. The waveforms show close "l;f'eefm'nt in ,hape and magnitude
thus confirming the model and analysis procedure.
Figures 4.20 to 4.25 show the experimental wa.veforms ror drain 1,0 source vo)t&!:e,
V4" voltage across diode rectiner, VIlr, and current through the secondary transrormer
winding, i~.
S. No. V; I (a~'''l V. I (a~ops) Efficiency~'olts) (volts) %
1. 40 o. 5.14 0 0
2. 40 L7 5.13 9.93 74.91
3. 40 3.1 5.13 20.0 82.7-1
4. 40 4.6 5.13 30.0 83.64
5. 40 6.1 5.12 40.0 83.93
6. 40 7.6 5.12 50.0 84.21
7. 40 9.2 5.12 60.0 83,47
8. 40 10.7 5.11 70.0 83.57
9. ·10 12.3 5.1I 80.0 83.09
10. 40 14.0 5.1I 90.0 81..13
11. 40 15.7 5.10 100,0 1)1,21
12, 40 17.5 5.09 110,0 79.99
Table 4.1: Experimental results showing efficiency with variation in load for Vi = ol0V
S. No. V; I; V. I. Efficiency
(volts) (amps) (volts) (amps) %
I. 60 0.3 5.14 0 0
2. 60 1.2 5.14 10 71.39
3. 60 2.1 5.13 20 81.43
4. 60 3.1 5,13 30 82,74
5. 60 4.2 5,13 40 8l.43
6. 60 5.3 5,12 50 80,50
7. 60 6.4 5.12 60 80.00
8. 60 7.5 5,12 70 79.64
9. 60 8.6 5.12 80 79.38
10. 60 9.8 5.11 90 78,21
II. 60 11.0 5.11 100 77.42
12. 60 12.2 5.10 110 76,64
Table 4,2; Experimental results showing efficiency with variation in load for V; =60V
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Figure 4.3: Efficiency with load for Vi = 40V and 60V
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Figure 4.4: Simulated phase-shift modulated input voltage, t'. for Vi = trOV and
6= l75°
Figure 4.5: Experimental PSM input voltage, v. for II; = 40V
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Figure 4.6: Simulaled primary voltage, u, for Vi = 40V
Figure 4.7: Experimental primary voltage, v, {or Vi = 40V
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Figure 4.9: Experimental UII for V; "" 40V
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Figure 4.10: Simulated tI•• for Yo = <lOV
Figure 4.11: Experimenlal v•• for Vi =40V
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Figure 4.12: Simulated phase shirt modulated input voltage, v, ror V, :::: 60V, fJ = 1140
Figure 4.13: Experimental PSM input. voltll.ge, v, for Vi =' 60V
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Figure 4.15: Experimental primary voltage1 lip for V; :=: 60V
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Figure 4.16: Simulated 1Jt. for \ti = 60V
Figure 4.17: Experimental ti,. for V; = 60V
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Figure 4.19: Experimental vc• for VI = GOV
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Figure 4.20: Experimental drain to source voltage ,,~. for Vi = <lOV
Figure 4.21: Experimental voltage across the diode rectifier, Voir (or V; = 40V
Figure ~.22: Experimental current in the secondary winding, i~ for V;:= 40V
Figure 4.23: Experimental drain to source voltage tI,j. for Vi =60V
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Figure 4.24: Experimental voltage across ~he diode rectifier, v~. (or V;::: GOV
Figure 4.25: Experimental current in the secondary winding, i~ for Vi::: 60V
!l8
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4.2.2 Tertiary side resonant converter
This conVl~rlcr is designed to the same specifications as the primary side resonant
mnvcrlcr. In addition, this converter also supplies +12V and -12V de at the output.
During the course of this experiment, the ±12V supply was kept at minimum load.
The fllll·brilige inverter is the same as the onc used in the primary side resonant
collvcrlcr. The series brandl of the resonant circuit is the same, while the parallel
hranch is placed on the tertiary winding. The primary to tertiary turns ratio is 1:2
and primary to secondary turns ralio is 4:1. The transformer is made of a ferrite core
of horiwntal construction. The waveforms shown are for operation at V; = 4QV and
GOV.
Tahle 1.3 shows the experimental input and output currents and voltages for step-
variation in loatl. Figure 4.26 shows the efficiency of the converter with step variation
in load. The figure shows tha t the efficiency is the highest at about half load. The
dliciency is lower for this converter because of the additional ±12V outputs.
Figufl.-S 4.27 to 4.38 show the ~imulated and experimental waveforms and the
instanlaut.'Ous and peak values for v., v~, and lhe resonant currenl, i~. Figures 4.39 to
-1.4:1 J"how waveforms of the drain to source voltage of the power switch, Vd" voltage
Table 4.3: Experimental fdults showing the variation in efficiency with load for
Vi = 40V, for tertiary side resonance
s. V, I, V'I I. V+ 12 1+12 V~l~ J(:~:~ E'.No. m'" ~'" volts
"11.90 2.0 69.41
,. 40.2 <.6 5.12 20.0 11.93 I., !l.90 2.0 78.57
3. 40.1 1.' 5.12 40.0 11.92 1.6 11.90 2.0 7.19
.1. 39.8 11.3 5.13 60.0 11.91 1.6 11.90 2.0 77.97
,. 39.6 1409 5.13 80.0 11.91 I., 11.90 2.0 76.82
,. 3904 18.7 5.13 100.0 11.90 I., IUH 2.0 75.44
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Figure 4.26; Converter efficiency with load, V; = 40V
across the diode rectifier, Vdc, and voltage across the tertiary winding, VI_ These
waveforms are for operation a.ttwo input voltages, 10V and 60V.
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Figure 4.27: Simulated phase shift modulated input voltage, v~ for V; =4QV
Figure 4.28: Experimenial PSM input vo\lage, v, for V; =40V
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Figure 4.29: Simulated primary vCJllage, v" for Yo =<tOV
Figure 4,30: Experimental primary voltage, v" for V; =40V
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F'igurc 4.31: Simulated resonant current, is for V; == 40V
Figure 4.32: Experimental resona.nt current, i. (or V; = 40V
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Figure 4.33: Simulated phase shift modulated input voltage, v. ror V; = 60V
Figure 4.34; Experimental PSM input voltage, tI, for V; =60V
Figure 4.35: Simulated primary voltage, vI' for V; = 60V
Figure 4.36: Experimental primary voltage, vI' for Yo = 60V
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Figure 4.3;: SimulAled re!IOnlml current, i, for V, =60V
Figure 4.38: Experimental resonant cur~nt. i. for II; =60V
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I·'igurc ,1.:19: Exp~rimental drain to source voltage across one power switch, Vd. for
V, =·IOV
Figure 4.'10: Experimental voltage across the diode rectifier, VII. for Vi = 40V
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Figure 4.41: Experimental voltage across the tertiary winding, VI rOt V; = 40V
Figure 4.42: Experimental drain to source voltage across one power switch, VJ. {or
I!; =60V
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Figure ·lA3: Experimental voltage across the tertiary winding, VI Cor Vi = 60V
Chapter 5
Conclusion
A generalized frequency-domain model and analysis of dc/de resonal1t converlerll
which explicitly takes into account the leakage reactance of the high frequency trans-
former has been presented in this thesis. The model and analysis procedure call be
extended to olher dcjde resonant converter topologies. The model and analysis pro-
cedure yields generalized equations which completely describe the performance of LII(:
converter for various operating conditions. It is shown that the effect of the leakage
inductance of the high frequency transformer is signiAcant and cannot be neglecteJ
in converter design.
5.1 Summary
The following specific contributions on the modeling and analysis of constant fre-
quency dc/de resonant converters are made ill the thesis.
1. A simplified model oC the basic constallt frequellcy dc/de series-parallcl reso-
nant converter incorporating the effect of the transformer leakage inductance
ha.s been developed. A steady-state analysis employing harmonic anlllysis tech-
nique and a procedure for determining circuit variables has been outlined. The
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resulting expressions are general and cU.n be extended to other resonant dc/de
converter topologies.
2. A fWIllJcllcy·domain model is has also been developed for a constant frequency
dc/clc resonant converter with tertiary resonance. This converter is shown to
have lower transformer leakage inductance and is therefore found to be more
suitable for high frequency operation.
:1. Steady-state expressions have been developed to describe the performance of
the converters for different operating conditions. Performance curves which are
easy to use for the design or the converler have been provided. It is shown that
the transformer leakage inductance significantly recluces the output voltage of
the <;onvcrl(!rs. This effect is more pronounced at higher frequencies.
t\. A transient analysis \Ising the state-space approach has been developed to study
lite operation of the basic series-parallel resonant converter during the transient
period. It is shown that in the transient period, circuit variables can reach as
high as three times the steady-state values. However, the circuit operates stably
and reaches steady-state in about twenty cycles.
5. Simulated wavdorms for steady·state performance have been provided for both
converters. Sim.ulation results have been verified by experiments performed on
the two types of series-parallel resonant converters. The results confirmed the
models and analysis procedure.
6. Modeling and analysis has been presented for the converter with integrated
magnetics (Le., all the magnetic components on the same core). It is shown
that integration of magnetics reduces the size of the converter without affecting
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it's performance.
7. A design example has been presented to dcmonstrate the use of pcrformance
curves in designing the converter.
5.2 Recommendations for further research
The analysis method used. in the thesis provides both qualitative and quantitative
insight into the steady-state performance and design of the oollverLer. The transient
analysis presented in the thesis only provides information on the variation in peak
values of the circuit variables during the transient period. The dynamic behaviour
and the efred of small perturbations such as changes in width, 6, output voltage,
v.. and input voltage, Vi, on the performance of the converter were not investigated.
In order to carry out this investigation, a small· signal model and analysis of the
series-parallel converters need to be developed. State-plane representations, discrete·
time or sampled data models which provide valuable insight into the dynamics of the
circuit and fruitful for evaluating the stability of the cycle-to-cycle behaviour of the
circuit need to be developed. The models can also be used to study the acou~tic noise
generated by the converters.
It has been shown in the thesis that the performance of the converter is not signif-
icantly affeded by integrated magnetics. However, integrated magnetics presents a
design challenge. First, the design of the magnetics has to meet size, weight and losses
requirements at high operating frequencies. Se<:ond, magnetics have to be optimized
to yield high converter efficiency. The,e iSS11C8 need further investigation.
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